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Abstract

Existing Speech-driven 3D facial animation methods

typically follow the supervised paradigm, involving regres-

sion from speech to 3D facial animation. This paradigm

faces two major challenges: the high cost of supervision

acquisition, and the ambiguity in mapping between speech

and lip movements. To address these challenges, this study

proposes a novel cross-modal semi-supervised framework,

comprising a Speech-to-Image Transcoder and a Face-to-

Geometry Regressor. The former jointly learns a com-

mon representation space from speech and image domains,

enabling the transformation of speech into semantically-

consistent facial images. The latter is responsible for re-

constructing 3D facial meshes from the transformed im-

ages. Both modules require minimal effort to acquire the

necessary training data, thereby obviating the dependence

on costly supervised data. Furthermore, the joint learn-

ing scheme enables the fusion of intricate visual features

into speech encoding, thereby facilitating the transforma-

tion of subtle speech variations into nuanced lip movements,

ultimately enhancing the fidelity of 3D face reconstruc-

tions. Consequently, the ambiguity of the direct mapping

of speech-to-animation is significantly reduced, leading to

coherent and high-fidelity generation of lip motion. Exten-

sive experiments demonstrate that our approach produces

competitive results compared to supervised methods.

1. Introduction

Speech-driven 3D facial animation aims to automatically

animate vivid facial expressions of realistic 3D avatars from

the speech signal. It has become increasingly popular in

many fields, such as games, virtual reality, film production,

and online communication, as it enables the generation of

lifelike facial expressions with minimal effort.

Recently proposed approaches, including VOCA[7],

MeshTalk[28], and FaceFormer[10], have shown promis-

ing results in recovering 3D facial meshes from speech

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

signals through the utilization of regressive networks or

transformer-based autoregressive models. However, these

methods, which fall under the supervised paradigm, en-

counter two primary challenges. Firstly, obtaining paired

supervision of speech and high-fidelity 3D facial animation

requires the utilization of a professional and expensive fa-

cial motion capture system, leading to considerable costs.

Secondly, the mapping of low-dimensional speech signals

to high-dimensional 3D facial meshes with significant vari-

ability may result in ambiguity issues, leading to suboptimal

outcomes.

This study for the first time proposes a novel cross-

modal semi-supervised framework to address the above is-

sues, which consists of a Speech-to-Image Transcoder and

a Face-to-Geometry Regressor. The former is designed

to transform speech into semantically-consistent facial im-

ages, while the latter is responsible for reconstructing 3D

facial meshes from the transformed images. The design of

the Speech-to-Image Transcoder is inspired by the recent

success of unsupervised image-to-image translation [26],

which allows for transformation between different input im-

age domains. Our transcoder extends this mechanism to fa-

cilitate cross-modal conversion between speech and image

domains. To achieve this capability, we learn a common

representation space using data from three domains: paired

speech and real facial images, as well as synthetic facial im-

ages. We train the translation between the real and synthetic

image domains in an unsupervised manner, and simultane-

ously leverage the paired relationship between real images

and speech to project speech features into the image repre-

sentation space. Through this joint training, we construct

a common space where the representations of speech and

images are tied together. With the learned common repre-

sentation, we can convert speech into synthetic facial im-

ages using our domain-dependent image decoder. Further-

more, we leverage the synthetic facial data, which is paired

with rendered facial images and 3D face meshes, to train

the Face-to-Geometry Regressor. This allows us to infer

the corresponding 3D face meshes from the synthetic faces

generated from speech.

Our pipeline is capable of effortlessly acquiring the nec-
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essary data, which includes synchronized speech and real

facial images extracted from readily available video clips, as

well as synthetic facial images generated through the defor-

mation of a polygonal face mesh using a rendering engine.

Notably, our approach is not bound by any prerequisites for

paired speech and 3D face animation, thereby effectively

addressing the issue of supervision data scarcity.

Moreover, our joint training scheme integrates the

speech-to-image regression and image-to-image recon-

struction into a cohesive framework, which enables the in-

corporation of detailed visual features into speech encoding.

Leveraging the domain-dependent image decoders, which

store intricate facial visual priors, we are able to convert

nuanced speech variations into micro-expressions that are

rich in detail, thereby facilitating the subsequent generation

of high-fidelity 3D face reconstructions. Consequently, the

uncertainties associated with the direct mapping of speech-

to-animation in the supervised paradigm are considerably

reduced, leading to the generation of lip motion with finer

granularity.

In summary, the main contributions of our research are:

• We make the first attempt to build a semi-supervised

framework for speech-driven 3D facial animation,

which eliminates the need for paired speech and 3D

animation.

• Our proposed joint training scheme leverages cross-

modal translation to convert subtle speech variations

into images that are rich in detail, resulting in more

high-fidelity lip motion generation.

• Our extensive experiments and user studies demon-

strate that our approach produces competitive results

compared to supervised methods.

2. Related Work

The proposed method is related to several research fields,

such as unsupervised image-to-image translation, speech-

driven 2D talking head, and speech-driven 3D face anima-

tion. In the following, we review the most relevant ap-

proaches.

Unsupervised image-to-image translation. The unsuper-

vised image-to-image translation aims to convert images

from one domain to another domain with certain char-

acteristics of the source images preserved[22, 36]. The

translation involves converting from silhouettes to real im-

ages [16], from segmentation masks to RGB images[8, 23],

from face to face [5, 27], and so on. This technology has

wide applications in many fields, such as style transfer [40],

face swapping [5, 26, 27], expression transfer [25], pose es-

timation [20] etc. They typically employ GAN-based net-

works [40] or encoder-decoder architectures [16] to achieve

the goals. Notably, they only focus on image domains,

our method extends this mechanism to achieve cross-modal

translation.

Speech-driven 2D talking head. 2D-based talking head

generation methods generally utilize different image repre-

sentations to assist the conversion of speech to 2D faces,

such as facial landmarks[4, 31, 37], depth maps[15] and se-

mantic maps[6, 24]. The discriminator loss and other task-

specific losses are usually employed for optimization. For

example, Chen et al.[3] design an audio-visual derivative

correlation loss to ensure cross-modal consistency. In ad-

dition, several works use 3D information such as 3D Mor-

phable Model (3DMM)[2, 19, 30, 32, 39] parameters or dy-

namic neural radiance fields (NeRF)[12, 13, 35] to guide

the generation process. Unlike these 2D-based methods,

this paper focuses on high-fidelity 3D animation generation

from speech.

Speech-driven 3D face animation. Recently, consider-

able endeavors have been undertaken in this field[7, 10, 11,

18, 28, 34, 38]. VOCA[7] casts the mapping from speech

to animation as a regression issue. To train the regres-

sor, it uses the paired data of speech and 3D face anima-

tion. FaceFormer[10] employs transformers to model the

long-term dependencies of speech, leading to improved per-

formance. Meshtalk[28] puts emphasis on addressing the

scalability and realism of the model by decoupling audio-

correlated and audio-uncorrelated information. All the

above methods belong to the supervised paradigm, which

requires costly paired data and suffers from the problem of

ambiguous mapping when directly regressing 3D animation

from speech. This paper develops a semi-supervised frame-

work to convert speech into images and then reconstruct 3D

faces from the transformed images, effectively alleviating

the aforementioned two issues.

3. Methodolody

The proposed semi-supervised method is divided into

two stages. We first employ the Speech-to-Image

Transcoder to learn a common representation space for data

from three domains: speech data, real facial images, and

synthetic facial images. With this, we transform speech

into semantically-consistent synthetic facial images. Subse-

quently, we infer the 3D meshes of the synthetic images via

the Face-to-Geometry Regressor. This section first intro-

duces preliminaries of the necessary data of three domains,

then describes the two modules in detail.

3.1. Data Preliminaries

Unlike supervised methods that require paired data of

speech and 3D facial animation, our framework only ne-

cessitates real facial videos synchronized with speech and a

collection of rendered facial images.

We record the videos in an environment without back-

ground noise to ensure a clean recording of sound. The
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camera is positioned to capture the speaker’s front view,

enabling clear capture of lip movements. In terms of ren-

dered images, we utilize a readily available character for

rendering, which is not required to have the same physiog-

nomy as the speaker and can be easily acquired from on-

line resources or produced by artists. Then, varying facial

expressions are generated by deforming the character us-

ing performances of range-of-motion (ROM) and exercis-

ing poses from Facial Action Coding System (FACS)[9].

Consequently, each rendered image has its corresponding

3D facial mesh. More details of the dataset construction are

presented in Section 4.1

3.2. SpeechtoImage Transcoder

Let I1:T
R =

(
I1

R, . . . , IT
R

)
denotes a sequence of real fa-

cial frames. Correspondingly, the sequence of speech snip-

pets A1:T =
(
a
1, . . . ,aT

)
is defined such that each a

t is

synchronized with the respective It
R. {IS} is a collection

of synthetic facial images, and each facial image has its cor-

responding 3D face mesh YS . These three types of data are

utilized by the Speech-to-Image Transcoder to construct a

common representation space for speech and images.

Network architecture. Our proposed Speech-to-Image

Transcoder consists of two encoders and two decoders. We

employ a speech encoder EA to transform speech into a

compact representation. A shared visual encoder EV is

used to encode real and synthetic faces. Additionally, two

decoders, DR and DS , are used to reconstruct real and

synthetic faces from the encodings. The overview of our

Speech-to-Image Transcoder is illustrated in Figure 1.

Specifically, the speech encoder EA consists of an audio

feature extractor and a multi-layer transformer encoder[33].

The audio feature extractor is initialized with pre-trained

wav2vec2.0[1] weights, responsible for converting raw

waveform input into audio features. And the transformer

encoder converts audio features into contextualized speech

representations Z1:T
A =

(
z
1

A, . . . , z
T
A

)
. Simultaneously,

real faces aligned to the audio are input to the visual encoder

EV to obtain visual features Z1:T
R =

(
z
1

R, . . . , zTR
)
. This

single visual encoder is shared for encoding synthetic fa-

cial features Z
{B}
S =

(
z
{B}
S

)
, {B} ⊆ {IS}. Then, zR and

zS are respectively fed into decoder DR and DS for recon-

structing the corresponding facial images. In addition, due

to the paired relationship between real images and speech,

DS can also be utilized to reconstruct synthetic images from

zA. We borrow the decoder structure from [26], which con-

sists of several upsampling blocks with an upsampling scale

of 2. This architecture of a single shared visual encoder and

multiple decoders for different domains has been verified to

have good applicability in face swapping [27] and expres-

sion transfer [25]. In our experiments , zA, zR and zS are

all m-dim vectors, where m is set as 512.

The Speech-to-Image Transcoder learns a semantically

consistent representation of speech, real faces, and synthetic

faces. It enables the domain-dependent decoder DR or DS

to reconstruct the facial image with corresponding seman-

tics from any one of the three encodings.

Expression de-neutralization We observe that in cases

where the two facial domains exhibit significant differences,

such as one comprising real faces and the other consist-

ing of cartoonized synthetic faces, the semantic distribu-

tions between the two domains may not be well aligned

after encoding. This misalignment can result in semanti-

cally mismatched image-to-image translation. For instance,

the decoder DS may erroneously decode the encoding of a

real face exhibiting a grinning expression as a synthetic face

with pouting expression.

To address this issue, we propose a simple yet effective

operation that we refer to as expression de-neutralization

(denoted in Equation 1). Rather than reconstructing the fa-

cial expression image directly from the encoding zi, i ∈
{A,R,S} we first subtract the neutral expression code zi
corresponding to the domain (for speech domain, we use

zR) and then recover the image with the offset expression

code ∆zi. We manually select a neutral expression image

for each facial domain and obtain the neutral expression

code after encoding. Through expression de-neutralization,

two semantically misaligned domains can be shifted to be-

come aligned, leading to semantically-consistent transla-

tion. Our experiments profoundly verify the effectiveness

of this operation.

∆zi = zi − zi. (1)

Training objectives. We employ two commonly used loss

terms for image reconstruction, combined in Equation 2.

The first term denotes the mean error of all pixels between

the input image and the reconstructed one (ĨR or ĨS ). The

second term Lpercep is the perceptual loss[17] to measure

the similarity of two different images. It has obvious bene-

fits for enhancing the fidelity of the reconstructed image.

Lrec = ||Di(∆zi)− Ii||2 + Lpercep, i ∈ {R,S} (2)

Moreover, owing to the fact that the speech and real fa-

cial images are inherently paired, we are able to enhance

temporal synchronization and consistency between speech

and visual features by imposing our designed cross-modal

constraint (Equation 3). This constraint is comprised of two

terms, with Lcf representing the cross-modal constraint on

features, and Lcs representing that on image spatial space.

Lcross = Lcf + Lcs,

Lcf = ||zA − zR||2,

Lcs = ||DR(∆zA)− IR||2. (3)
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Figure 1. The architecture of the Speech-to-Image Transcoder. Firstly, the speech is converted into zA through EA. The red

arrow shows how we input zA into DR to obtain the reconstructed image for calculating Lcs. The green arrow shows how

we obtain z∗S for calculating Lccl. We feed the Real/Synthetic face images into the EV to obtain the visual representation zR

and zS , which are respectively input into DR and DS to obtain reconstructed images for calculating the Lrec.

To further encourage the transcoder to use a com-

mon representation across domains of speech and synthetic

faces, we present a latent cycle consistency loss (Equa-

tion 4). This loss creates a loop constraint between the latent

codes zA derived from speech input and the latent codes z∗S
derived from the decoded synthetic images.

Lccl = ||z∗S − zA||2,

z∗S = EV(DS(∆zA)). (4)

To sum up, our total loss is depicted in Equation 5.

Ltotal = Lrec + Lcross + Lccl. (5)

By utilizing the proposed cross-modal joint training,

encodings from three distinct domains are semantically

aligned. This allows for any of the three input modalities

to be transformed into semantically-consistent facial images

through domain-specific decoders. Specifically, we convert

speech into synthetic faces. By further leveraging the Face-

to-Geometry Regressor in Section 3.3, 3D facial meshes can

be reconstructed from the transformed images.

3.3. FacetoGeometry Regressor

The architecture of the Face-to-geometry Regressor EG
is shown in Figure 2. It is trained in a supervised man-

ner. We exclusively rely on information from the synthetic

g

Regressor

Figure 2. The architecture of the Face-to-Geometry Regres-

sor. The synthetic face images are fed into the Regressor

EG , which learns to regress the 3D mesh associated with the

synthetic face images using RMSE loss.

image domain, specifically synthetic facial images and the

corresponding 3D face meshes. We utilize Resnet34[14] as

the backbone and a single fully connected layer to regress

the coordinates of the 3D mesh ỸS . A simple RMSE loss is

used to optimize the network, denoted as follows:

Lg = ||EG(IS)− YS ||2. (6)

During the training phase, we employ data augmenta-

tion of color jittering and random affine transformation to

enhance the robustness of our model. As a consequence,

we are able to achieve satisfactory 3D face reconstruction

results, even when the synthetic faces generated by the

Speech-to-Image Transcoder are outside the training set.
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Figure 3. Inference pipeline. The raw waveform is fed to the

speech encoder EA. The output is subtracted by zR and then

fed into DS to recover the synthetic facial images, which are

then input into EG to generate the 3D face animation.

3.4. Inference Phase

As illustrated in Figure 3, the Speech-to-Image

Transcoder and Face-to-Geometry Regressor are integrated

to infer 3D face animation from speech. The raw wave-

form is fed into the speech encoder EA to generate the

speech representation. Then we subtract the speech rep-

resentation by zR, and the offset code is fed into DS to

recover the synthetic facial images. Due to the cross-modal

constraint Lcross, the transformed synthetic facial images

are endowed with lip movements reflecting the content of

the input speech. Finally, the face-to-geometry model is

utilized to generate the 3D face animation from the trans-

formed synthetic facial images.

3.5. Discussion

One might raise doubts about the rationale behind not

utilizing the image-to-image modules to accomplish the

transformation from real faces to synthetic faces, subse-

quently employing the Face-to-Geometry Regressor to ac-

quire pseudo-labels, and ultimately training a speech-to-

pseudo-label network in a supervised manner. (Hereafter,

we refer to this pipeline as the three-stage method.) We no-

tice that while this approach can alleviate the challenge of

limited supervision data, it still suffers from the problem

of ambiguous mapping between speech and animation, the

same as other regression-based supervised methods.

Our cross-modal joint training scheme can identify la-

tent patterns and correlations between speech and images.

This allows us to translate subtle variations in speech into

detailed lip motions, creating highly-fidelity 3D reconstruc-

tions. Therefore, our approach has a distinct advantage in

mitigating the uncertainties of direct speech-to-animation

mapping. We conduct detailed experiments to demonstrate

the advantages of our method compared with the three-stage

method in Section 4.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

Our experiments are conducted on two datasets: the

self-built dataset SelfCollected and the public dataset

VOCASET[7]. In addition, to support the semi-supervised

cross-modal training, we generate two synthetic datasets.

The details are described below.

SelfCollected dataset. This dataset contains 148 speak-

ing video clips of one speaker. Each video contains one

sentence. We employ the 3D facial capture system’s work-

flow to obtain the ground truth (GT). Specifically, a head-

mounted facial capture system is used to record the videos

so that detailed lip motions of the speaker can be accurately

tracked. Then, the facial tracking module captures several

key facial landmarks. For each video, the artists manually

pair a real person’s face with the CG character at several

keyframes. Finally, the facial retargeting module is trained

on these keyframes and then automatically directs the mo-

tions of other video frames onto the CG character. Note that

the character has not the same physiognomy as the speaker,

so the range of lip movements is different after face retar-

geting. Through the workflows, we obtain the correspond-

ing 3D face mesh with the topology of the CG character

for each video frame. In total, this dataset contains 45000

frames, each frame corresponding a face mesh with 12696

vertices. We take 128 videos for training and the remaining

20 videos for testing.

VOCASET dataset. VOCASET contains 12 speakers,

each with 40 utterances. Facial meshes are scanned at

60FPS and then registered into a unified topology using

the FLAME model[21], with each mesh containing 5023

vertices. In our experiments, we only use the data of one

speaker for training and testing. We use 36 utterances as the

training set and the remaining 4 as the test set.

SyntheticSelf dataset. This dataset is built to assist the

semi-supervised training on SelfCollected. We use the same

CG character in SelfCollected for rendering. During ren-

dering, we keep the camera facing the character, and the

rendering lighting remains unchanged. Animations of per-

formances of range-of-motion (ROM) and exercising poses

from the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) are utilized

for rendering. Specifically, we require artists manually craft

the blendshape weights of ROM and FACS by linearly com-

bining the blendshapes of the CG character, enabling us to

achieve a wide range of expressions. Finally, SyntheticSelf

comprises 20000 rendered facial images, each correspond-

ing to a facial mesh with 12696 vertices.

SyntheticVOCA dataset. Similar to SyntheticSelf, we

create SyntheticVOCA to assist the semi-supervised train-

ing on VOCASET. We use FLAME model to fit expres-

sion coefficients for each rendered image in SyntheticSelf.

Then expressions are transferred to the character (i.e. the
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speaker’s scan) provided by VOCASET. In total, we ob-

tain 20000 rendered facial images, each corresponding to

a FLAME-topology facial mesh with 5023 vertices.

4.2. Compared methods

We compare our method with several SOTA methods:

VOCA[7], MeshTalk[28] and FaceFormer[10], as well as

the three-stage method discussed in Section 3.5. All meth-

ods are compared on SelfCollected and VOCASET. No-

tably, since MeshTalk cannot be trained on a small single-

speaker dataset, we only perform qualitative comparisons

with its officially released model. In addition, we find

VOCA cannot converge on a single-speaker dataset, so we

use all the data of the other 11 speakers combined with the

single speaker’s 36 sentences for training. The three-stage

method employs an image-to-image and face-to-geometry

pipeline to obtain pseudo-labels and then experiments with

network architectures of VOCA and Faceformer, respec-

tively. Since VOCASET does not have videos of real faces,

leading to that we cannot obtain the corresponding pseudo-

labels, so we do not compare with the three-stage method

on VOCASET. We use the symbol * later to represent the

corresponding method using the three-stage scheme.

To sum up, there are 7 comparisons on SelfCollected:

ours, VOCA, FaceFormer, GT, VOCA*, FaceFormer*, and

pseudo GT. And 4 comparisons on SelfCollected: ours,

VOCA, FaceFormer, and GT.

4.3. Quantitative Evaluation

We employ the commonly used lip vertex error[28] to

evaluate the quantitative performance, which represents the

maximal l2 error of vertices in the lip region. In addition,

we propose the lip landmark error to measure the lip move-

ment difference between the generated 3D animation and

real facial sequence. To obtain this error, we first estimate

a similarity transformation based on the projected 2D coor-

dinates of the predicted 3D lip vertices and the 2D lip land-

marks of the real face, then align them using the estimated

transformation, and finally compute the root mean squared

error.

Results are illustrated in Table 1 and Table 2. Note that

GT is obtained by retargeting the lip motions from the real

speaker to the CG character, so it reflects the idiosyncrasies

of the character instead of the speaker. Therefore, it is

not objective to compare us with the supervised methods in

terms of the metric of lip vertex error, and similarly, there is

no comparability between supervised methods and ours in

terms of the metric of lip landmark error. Nonetheless, our

semi-supervised method achieves comparable performance

to supervised methods in terms of lip vertex error, and even

outperforms VOCA on SelfCollected. As for the lip land-

mark error, our method significantly outperforms the super-

vised approach and consistently outperforms the three-stage

Methods
Lip vertex error

(in mm)↓
Lip landmark error

(in pixel)↓
VOCA 3.718 5.908

FaceFormer 2.690 5.845

GT 0 5.041

VOCA* 5.838 3.790

FaceFormer* 4.536 3.613

Pseudo GT 3.773 2.941

Ours 3.708 3.241

Table 1. Quantitative results on SelfCollected.

Methods
Lip vertex error

(in mm)↓

VOCA 4.690

FaceFormer 3.166

Ours 5.102

Table 2. Quantitative results on VOCASET.

methods, even approaching the pseudo GT, which is the up-

per bound of the three-stage methods. This indicates that

our joint training approach indeed promotes generating ac-

curate and higher fidelity lip animations.

4.4. Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 4 presents qualitative results obtained by com-

paring three sentences. Sentences A and B come from

SelfCollected-Test, and sentence C comes from VOCASET-

Test. They belong to two different languages, namely Chi-

nese and English. We evaluate sentence A with the model

trained on SelfCollected and evaluate sentences B, C using

the model trained on VOCASET. It should be noted that

sentence B does not have its FLAME-topology GT meshes,

and sentence C does not have the corresponding real faces.

From the results of sentence A, we can see that our

method achieves competitive results compared to the su-

pervised approaches, and even gains better performance in

some cases (highlighted by the red box) in terms of mouth

closure and lip movement amplitude. From the results of

sentence C, our method achieves results that are highly syn-

chronized with the speech even without using speech data

from VOCASET for training. The results of sentence A also

demonstrate that compared to the three-stage methods, our

method presents results that are more consistent with the lip

movements of the real face. This indicates our joint training

scheme helps to generate more realistic animations.

4.5. Perceptual Evaluation

We conduct user studies to evaluate the animation quality

of our method, which comprise a total of 10 participants.

User Study on SelfCollected. For SelfCollected, we ob-

tain the results of 7 comparisons using 10 random test sen-
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Figure 4. Qualitative results. We utilize the officially released model to produce MeshTalk results as it is not trainable on

SelfCollected and VOCASET datasets. The highlighted section by red box indicates that our method has better performance

in terms of mouth closure and lip movement amplitude.
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Ours vs. Competitor Realism↑ Lip Sync↑ Sim↑
Ours vs. VOCA 51.0 53.0 63.0

Ours vs. FaceFormer 45.0 49.0 57.0

Ours vs. GT 43.0 45.0 58.0

Ours vs. VOCA* 75.0 64.0 60.0

Ours vs. FaceFormer* 58.0 61.0 54.0

Ours vs. pesudo GT 52.0 51.0 48.0

Table 3. User study results on SelfCollected. We use A/B

testing and report the percentage (%) of answers where A is

preferred over B.

Ours vs. Competitor
Realism↑

VOCASET Self. Avg.

Ours vs. GT 17.5 — —

Ours vs. FaceFormer 40.0 57.5 48.8

Ours vs. VOCA 45.0 95.0 70.0

Ours vs. Competitor
Lip Sync↑

VOCASET Self. Avg.

Ours vs. GT 5.0 — —

Ours vs. FaceFormer 15.0 57.5 36.3

Ours vs. VOCA 60.0 80.0 70.0

Table 4. User study results (%) on VOCASET.

tences of the test set. Therefore, 60 A vs. B pairs(10 videos

x 6 comparisons) are created. For each pair, we ask the par-

ticipants to choose their favorite one in terms of realism and

lip sync, following the user study protocol of Faceformer.

Additionally, we propose a new metric ”similarity” to char-

acterize the preference for which method generates more

similar lip movements to that of the real faces. For this met-

ric, we provide both A/B pair and the real facial frames for

each sentence. And then we ask the participants to choose

the one that has closer lip amplitude to the real face. Table 3

shows the results. We observe that our method is compara-

ble to the SOTA supervised methods in terms of realism

and lip sync. And our method significantly outperforms the

supervised approach in terms of similarity. Furthermore,

the results show that our method consistently performs bet-

ter than the three-stage methods. It indicates that our joint

training of speech and image is indeed effective.

User Study on VOCASET. We conduct another user

study on VOCASET. Since our model has never seen the

speech data in VOCASET, for fairness, we additionally ran-

domly pick 4 sentences for comparison from SelfCollected-

Test. In total, 20 A vs. B pairs (there is no FLAME-

topology GT in SelfCollected) are created. For each pair,

participants are asked to choose their favorite one based on

realism and lip sync. As shown in Table 4, we separately re-

port the results of SelfCollected-Test and VOCASET-Test.

The results show that our method consistently performs bet-

Expression

de-neutralization
Lccl

Lip lmk error

(in pixel)↓

✓ — 3.407

— ✓ 3.482

✓ ✓ 3.241

Table 5. Ablation study on SelfCollected.

Ours w/o 

exp de-neu

Real 

face

Ours

Figure 5. Ablation study on expression de-neutralization.

ter in terms of realism. However, our model achieves worse

lip sync than FaceFormer on VOCASET-Test. We claim

that it is reasonable because our model is not trained with

the English speech data of VOCASET. Similarly, the Face-

former’s result on SelfCollected-Test is worse than ours.

4.6. Ablation Study

Efffect of Expression De-neutralization . We investi-

gate the effect of expression de-neutralization by removing

it from our method. We conduct the comparison on Self-

Collected. As depicted in Table 5, the operation of expres-

sion de-neutralization helps to reduce lip landmark error by

0.241 (3.482 → 3.241). We also visualize the decoded syn-

thetic faces in Figure 5. As depicted in Figure 5, the in-

corporation of expression de-neutralization results in more

consistent lip motions of synthetic faces with that of real

faces. Without this operation, the decoded faces demon-

strate obvious semantic mismatches, particularly when the

disparity between the two image domains is substantial

(i.e. real faces and rendered FLAME-topology faces). This

phenomenon proves that expression de-neutralization helps

align semantic distributions of different domains, resulting

in more semantically consistent lip movement generation.

Efffect of Cycle Consistency Loss Lccl. We present the

quantitative results in Table 5. As shown, Lccl helps to re-

duce lip landmark error by 0.166 (3.407 → 3.241). The

qualitative comparison is depicted in Figure 6, it is indicated

this loss function promotes the generation of lip movements

that are more consistent with the speech.

5. Conclusion

This paper aims to recover 3D animation from speech, it

proposes a novel semi-supervised framework to address the
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Ours

Real 

face

Ours 

w/o  1ccl

Figure 6. Ablation study on Lccl.

data scarcity problem of the supervised methods. In addi-

tion, a joint training scheme on cross-domain data, namely

speech and images, is developed. Extensive experiments

show the proposed method achieves satisfactory generation

of lip motions. However, the major limitation of our method

is its inability for multiple identities. To address this issue,

we suggest two possible ways for future work. The first

is expanding the decoder for each speaker, which succeeds

in faceswap but increases model size with more IDs. The

second is inspired by FOMM [29], which uses a univer-

sal motion module for facial motion extraction and transfer.

Overall, our proposed method shows promising results and

opens up opportunities for further research in the field of

speech-driven 3D facial animation.
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